
The Four Humours, 
along with their element 

and “quality”.

The Colosseum in Rome – an 
architectural wonder where gladiators 
fought each other and wild animals to 
the death for the entertainment of 

spectators. 

Hippocrates 
– The 
“Father of 
Medicine”. 
He founded 
a medical 
school and 
created the 
Four 
Humour 
theory.

Galen – the 
Roman doctor 
who expanded 
the Four 
Humours. His 
work 
underpinned 
Western 
medicine for 
1300 years.

Keyword Definition

Four Humours The theory that liquids 
in the body controlled 
health and personality.

Empire A single state that 
contains several 
different countries or 
ethnic groups

Votive 
Offering

An object given as a 
sacrifice to a god or 
spirit in return for a 
wish, or to give thanks.

Slave A person who is property
of another and must 
obey them. Slaves in 
ancient times didn’t 
always do hard labour –
some were doctors and 
accountants.

Gladiator A combatant who would 
fight for entertainment. 
Sometimes slaves, 
sometimes volunteers.

Pantheon Collective name for a set 
of gods belonging to a 
religion.

Polytheism The belief that there 
are multiple gods.

Asclepius The Greek god of 
healing. His temples are 
called Asclepions.

A Roman aqueduct in France. It carried fresh water 31 
miles to a town. 

A selection of bronze votive offerings found on 
the Acropolis in Athens, dated to the 600-500 

BC.
Rooms/Areas in a Roman Bath

• palaestra – outdoor gym area.
• apodyterium – changing room
• tepidarium – warm room
• caldarium – hot room/sauna
• frigidarium – cold plunge pool room

The head of a 
Gorgon from a 
pediment at 
Bath. The 
Gorgon was link 
to the goddess 
Minerva.

“Thus did he pray, and Apollo heard his 
prayer. He came down furious from the 
summits of Olympus, with his bow and his 
quiver upon his shoulder, and the arrows 
rattled on his back with the rage that 
trembled within him.“

A Trojan priest prays to Apollo in The Iliad. 
Apollo shoots his arrows at the Greek 
soldiers, spreading a plague amongst them. 



Homework will be set once a 
week.

When homework is set listen 
carefully to your teacher to know 

which task needs to be 
completed by when. 

If you are unsure of any 
homework always asks you 

teacher for further guidance. 
We look forward to getting to 
know you and listening to your 

views. 

Task 1:Who Were They?

Create a more detailed timeline 
for one of the three civilisations. 
Include at least four key events 
and at least four key people.

Good / Exceptional – In your own 
words, explain the significance of 
one of the events and one of the 
people

Task 2:Task 2: What Did They 
Believe?

Create your own curse tablet (on 
paper). Come up with a crime or 
insult that was been done to you 
and call upon a Roman or Greek 
god to solve your problem.

Good / Exceptional – write your 
curse tablet in the formula of 
other curse tablets. Can you 
research some ways to make you 
curse tablet more effective?

Task 3:Task 3: The Ancient 
Egyptians

Look up the myth of the Egyptian 
god Osiris. Create a six to eight 
panel storyboard showing the 
myth.

Good / Exceptional – Add 
detailed explanation of each 
stage of the myth to your 
storyboard. Does this myth 
remind you of anything more 
modern?

Task 4:Greco-Roman Medicine

Create a poster advertising your 
Asclepion. Explain what will 
happen to people who come to it 
and why they should visit if they 
are ill. 

Good / Exceptional – Write a 
paragraph on the back explaining 
what features of an Asclepion
would have helped people’s health 
and what would have not been so 
positive medically.

Task 5:The Ancient Greeks

Write two of your own sentences 
summarising the position in Greek 
society of the following: hoplites, 
women, slaves, citizens, metics.

Good / Exceptional – Most of our 
evidence for Ancient Greece 
actually refers to Ancient 
Athens. What are the dangers of 
generalising one city for the 
whole of a civilisation? Can you 
find any facts about other 
important Ancient Greek cities 
and how they were different 
from Athens?

Task 6:The Romans

Design your own Roman bath, 
make sure to include all the 
important rooms that you’d find 
in a real Roman bath. 

Good / Exceptional – Research 
who the Roman baths at Bath are 
dedicated to. Decide who your 
baths are dedicated to and 
create a pediment design for 
them.

Task 7:Ancient Plagues and 
Pandemics

Create a fact file on the 
Athenian plague. Include dates, 
the number of people who died, 
any long term effects it had and 
anything else you thinks is 
relevant.

Good / Exceptional – Of all the 
plagues and pandemics you’ve 
studied, which do you think is the 
most significant? Explain your 
answer.

Task 8:Were They Civilised?

Do you think it is appropriate to 
use terms such as “civilised”, 
“primitive”, “barbarian” 
nowadays? Explain your answer.

Good / Exceptional – How have 
ideas of who and what are 
“civilised” affected our modern 
day society? (Hint: think about 
the Transatlantic Slave Trade).

Task 9:

Your teacher will set you an 
individualised task based on your 
learning in class.
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